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rudimentary (“Headhunter”). Too many of the subjects are given a light
treatment. The 3-page entry for “Six Sigma,” for example, seems inadequate
for the subject. This is an encyclopedia. The entries are expected to be more
robust.
The experienced worker and the college senior beginning a career
search would already be familiar with most of the subjects in these volumes.
It is not recommended for an academic or business library.
Mary Dugan
Resource Development Librarian
Purdue University
mdugan@purdue.edu

ENTREPRENEURSHIP: THE ENGINE OF GROWTH. Minniti, Maria, Andrew
Zacharakis, Stephen Spinelli, and Mark P. Rice. (Eds.). Westport, CT.: Praeger
Publishers, 2007, 768 pp., US $300.00, ISBN 0275989860.
Existing literature demonstrates that there is a close link between entrepreneurship and economic growth, primarily because new businesses
contribute to employment creation. According to U.S. Census data, small
businesses employ up to 50% of the private work force and generate 60%
to 80% of the net new jobs each year. In a time where countries face multiple economic challenges, entrepreneurs could play a significant role in the
economic growth of a country, a state, or a city.

SCOPE
This three-volume set, edited by a group of scholars from Babson College,
consists of 32 essays that explore entrepreneurship from three different perspectives: people, process, and place. The set explores new trends, models,
and current research related to entrepreneurship. It covers topics such as
business models, market research, capitalization, intellectual property, organizational culture, and many others. This collection was written primarily
for an academic audience but would also serve as a useful resource for
practitioners and newcomers to entrepreneurship. Minniti states that entrepreneurship operates in an ecosystem, and these three volumes cover the
whole ecosystem of entrepreneurship by taking the reader through existing
literature, theories, policies, and best practices in entrepreneurship.
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CONTENTS AND ORGANIZATION
The first volume, People, looks at the human aspect of entrepreneurship.
The 10 chapters in this volume cover social, economic, and institutional
factors that influence entrepreneurs’ decisions and behavior. Topics include
the role of motivation, risk, occupational choice, biases, demographics, gender, ethnicity, and others. The second volume, Process, refers to the entrepreneurial process. Nine chapters cover the life cycle of a small business,
from the initial business idea to the investment process, financing, market entry, customers, supply, growth, global markets, and exit. The third volume,
Place, comprises 13 chapters that consider the environment in which entrepreneurship is created and promoted. The essays in this volume examine
the factors that influence the entrepreneurial process, such as the environment, global forces, regional and national policies, industries, infrastructures,
culture, families, and organizational influences among others.

EVALUATION
This set is a great background resource—well organized, comprehensive,
and accurate. These books are useful for students interested in learning
more about entrepreneurship. It makes them aware of the opportunities
available in this field not just as practitioners but also as researchers because
there are still many questions that need to be answered, data that needs
to be collected, and policies that need to be reviewed or even changed. I
do not recommend this set as part of a reference collection. This is not a
typical reference book: the chapters are lengthy, and the academic language
requires adequate time to absorb the information. Because of its usefulness
for multiple audiences, this set will be a great addition for public, academic,
and special libraries.
Leticia Camacho
Business Librarian
Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602-6851
leticia camacho@byu.edu

